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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

From: 

Subject: 

THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

WASHINGTON 

October 14, 1981 

THE PRESIDENT 

Alexander M. Haig, Jr.~ 

Global Negotiations strategy for Cancun 

In the last several days we have received a considerable 
amount of intelligence on what to expect at Cancun. It is 
increasingly clear that the issue of global negotiations 
will be the centerpiece of the discussions. Our developed 
country colleagues appear to feel as strongly about this 
as the developing countries. A recent letter to me from 
German Foreign Minister Genscher stresses this point, and 
indicates that we would have an ample opportunity to pursue 
our strategy for global growth under the heading of global 
negotiations. 

In light of this, I have taken another look at the 
guidance memo summarizing the results of our discussion last 
Thursday on global negotiations. As presently written, the 
memo is needlessly contentious in attacking UN Resolution 
34/138. If we stand on that negative ground, it will com
pletely undercut the positive program you have developed and, 
despite our efforts, we will find ourselves on the defensive 
and isolated in Cancun. 

We can easily avoid this self-inflicted wound by 
presenting our position on the negotiations -- with which 
I am in complete agreement -- in more positive terms. 
Attached is a suggested rewrite of that part of the memo 
which does the trick. The guidance states that we would be 
willing to participate in preparatory talks in the United 
Nations provided that the four conditions on which we insist 
are met. On an if-asked basis, we would notethat we have 
proposed a set of conditions for our returning to the · 
preparatory table and would not do so if the talks were 
conducted on the basis of UN Resolution 34/138. Our stress 
would be on our hope that others would agree to put aside 
the substance of that resolution and begin afresh to work 
out a procedural basis and agenda that would offer the 
prospect of meaningful progress. 

GOS 10/14/87 



This approach serves precisely the same interests we 
all have in avoiding preparatory discussions or negotiations 
under UN Resolution 34/138, but enables us to do so in a way 
which puts you in a leadership position. I recommend you 
approve this more positively phrased guidance. 

Attachment: 

Revised Guidance. 

~AV 



, 
(1) We have said that we would be willing to "participate 

in preparations for a mutually acceptable process of 
global negotiations in circumstances offering the 
prospect of meaningful progress." (Note emphasis.) 

(2) We would indicate that we are now, and would continue 
to be,willing to participate in talks with individual 
countries, with regional groups and with other interested 
parties, and that we would be willing to return to 
preparatory talks in the United Nations provided that: 

(a) the talks must have a practical orientation 
toward identifying, case-by-case, the specific 
potential for and obstacles to development-
obstacles which a cooperative effort might remove: 

(b) the talks must proceed on a basis that would 
respect and preserve the competence, functions, 
powers, voting arrangements, and charters of 
the specialized international institutions-
and not seek to create new international 
institutions: · 

(c) the general objective of such talks must be the 
identification of conditions necessary to increase 
economic development (rather than a restructuring 
of the international economic system): and 

(d) such talks must be entered into in a cooperative 
spirit rather than one in which views become 
polarized and chances for agreement are needless·ly 
sacrificed. ~ 

If we were asked whether we would be willing to· return 
to preparatory talks if they were to be conducted on the 
basis of U.N Res. 34/138, we would indicate that--as 
our previous statement implies--we would not, but that 
we should begin afresh to work out a procedural basis and 
agenda that would offer the ·prospect of meaningful progress 
and that we would hope other countries at Cancun could 
instruct their delegations to join us in this effort. 

(3) We believe these conditions provide the only basis on 
which practical progress can. be made. We would, there-~~ 
fore, take the initiative in laying down our conditionsA · 



October 19, 1981 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
The Under Secretary for International Trade 
Washington, D.C. 20230 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Craig Fuller 

FROM . . Lionel H. Olmeru ~ 

I wish to convey Secretary Baldrige's views on the USG posture 
toward Global Negotiations at the upcoming Cancun Summit so that 
they can be accounted for in preparation of the briefing material. 

The Secretary believes that we should decline to parti~ipate in the 
Global Negotiations (GN). The LDC's objectives for GN are in most 
instances diametrically opposed to ours. If we agree to participate 
in GN, even on a conditional basis, we would ultimately find 
ourselves in an untenable position and might well be forced to 
withdraw. This would entail much higher political costs than 
declining to participate from the outset. A forthright position 
will earn us more respect in the long run. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

W ft.S l-11N G T O N 

October 8, 1981 

~'iii.~ ~~Isu,N.,. ~THE NOTE FOR PARTICIPANTS 
CANCUN PLANNING GROUP·' S MEETING 

WITH THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: RICHARD G. DARMAN ~ ~. 
CRAIG L. FULLER~ . 

Attached are two documents referred to in this morning's 
preparatory meeting: 

Tab A: Options paper on "Globai'Negotiations" 
(with State Department revision of 
option 2) 

Tab B: Secretary of State's "Cancun Strategy" 
paper. 

These will be discussed in this 
the President. 

•istributed to: 

The President 
The Vice President 
Secretary Haig 
Secretary Regan 
Edwin Meese III 
Ambassador Brock 
Ambassador Kirkpatrick 

. James A. Baker III 
Michael K. Deaver 
Richard V. Allen 
Martin Anderson 
Richard G. Darman 
Craig L. Fuller 
David R. Gergen 

afternoon's meeting with 
<;~ .,._,,. ,~ 

A-\t"· ~op~.,._ --
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Cancun Summit and Global Negotiations 

Several principles need to be kept in mind regardless of 
how the issue of Global Negotiations is handled at Cancun: 

The President should not be engaged in the 
debate on Global Negotiations between now 
and the end of Cancun. Rather, he should 
focus on the substantive views and policies 
of this Administration and its vision of how 
development is stimulated1 

The current U.S. dialogue with developing 
countries should be based on the realistic 
approach outlined by the President and 
Secretary Regan at the IMF/IBRD meetings 
and Secretary Haig at the UNGA. The emphasis 
should be on the positive role of the interna
tio~al financial institutions and the GATT1 

The Ottawa Summit Communique commits us to 
some process of addressing the problems of 
developing nations. 

All of the attached options share the following elements: 

- Prior to Cancun, the U.S. must make an intensive 
effort to ensure that our position is well 
understood and supported by as many Cancun 
participants and observers as possible. The focus 
of this effort should be high level contact with 
the other participating governments to inform 
them of our positions, to seek their support 
and to minimize the possibility of any surprises 
or embarrassment for the President. In addition, 
consultations with Congress and press briefings/ 
interviews should be used to ensure that public 
(both foreign and domestic) and congressional 
expectations about Cancun are consistent with 
the positions that the o.s. will take1 

- The President will.make a speech prior to 
Cancun in which he will elaborate on the 
themes of his speech before the Annual 
Meeting of the Bank/Fund; 

- The President's statement at Cancun will 
emphasize a positive U.S. approach to 
economic growth that relies upon the specialized 
institutions, 

There will be some sort of follow-up to Cancun, 
but the form of the follow-up varies under each 
option. 
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· Option I 

Emphasize the Specialized Institutions 
Decline to Participate in Global Negotiations in New York 

The President would present his vision of how successful 
development proceeds and would emphasize the role of market forces 
in attaining this result. He would review the role of the special
ized agencies in spurring development worldwide. Be would outline 
specific plans and measures that the United States will propose 
in the various specialized agencies in the coming months and would 
underline the fact that these institutions can address the real 
economic concerns of the developing world more successfully than 
would endless rhetoric in a political forum. We can suggest 
follow up and review in the specialized agencies themselves, 
which may allay the fears of those who think this is simply a 
•time-buying" approach. 

As far as Global Negotiations are concerned, there are two 
options for how and when to indicate our position: 

Pro: 

A. The President could announce at Cancun that 
although the United States fully shares the hope that 
the development goals of all nations will be realized, 
we do not think that Global Negotiations will be able 
to provide the tangible economic benefits sought by 
those who propose it or: 

B. The President could forego specific mention 
of Global Negotiations at Cancun, in favor of outlining 
the o.s. position more clearly in New York at November's 
meeting of the General Assembly. The latter position 
saves the President from facing potential embarrassment 
at Cancun. 

- This approach would be positive in that it would lay out 
concrete measures designed to address developing countries' real 
economic concerns as well as genuinely to include them in the 
international economic system. 

- We can deliver this option. The position tracks 
o.s. domestic as well as international economic policy as 
enunciated by Administration officials, including the President, 
during the past nine months. The U.S. would be presenting a 
firm, economically sound approach to development which offers 
a vivid contrast to some of our past efforts in this regard. 
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- ~though this option may cause some immediate pain, 
this will be of a s~ort-term nature, and the potential adverse 
effects at Cancun could be mitigated through concentrated pre
conference consultations. If we agree to go along with the 
concept of Global Negotiations merely to keep the •dialogue• 
going while knowing that there is virtually nothing we can 
agree on or give away, we will pay a political price which will 
steadily escalate until the process ends. In other words, from 
a foreign policy point of view, this approach would cut our losses. 

- Saying "no" now would be an honest statement of the U.S. 
perception of its economic interest and that of the global system. 
The most important contribution developed countries can make in 
spurring economic development is to restore adequate economic 
growth domestically. A strong international economy coupled with 
realistic economic policies in developing countries is the key to 
sustained growth in the Third World. Global Negotiations provides 
a rhetorical mask for developing countries to hide behind as they 
ignore this fact. 

- All previous North/South "dialogues" have failed to 
achieve results, and there is no reason to think this effort will 
have a different outcome. In fact, given the severe economic 
difficulties currently faced by nearly all countries, prospects 
for failure are quite high. This is especially true since LDCs 
equate success with direct resource transfers. 

- Without U.S. participation, Global Negotiations can not 
be launched effectively: this would remove the threat to the 
specialized agencies from a UNGA attempt to supervise the work 
of those institutions. 

- There is less unity among developed countries in their 
views of North-South issues than has been the case previously. 
This would increas~ the chances of an unacceptable outcome from 
Global Negotiations. 

Con: 

- This position will require us to be more forthcoming 
on LDC issues within the GATT, IMF and IBRD in the coming year. 
This may involve some economic concessions that would affect 
trade and financial flows. 

- The United States may be isolated internationally 
on this position and may be portrayed by developing countries, 
the socialist bloc and by many developed countries (including 
several that share our concerns) as being unresponsive to the 
plight of the developing world. 

- There may be some negative impact in the short-run on our 
relations with individual developing countries. 
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Option II 

Emphasize the Specialized Institutions as in Option· I. 
Agree to continue preparing for Global Negotiations 
provided Minimum Conditions for U.S. Participation are 
met. · 

Our basic emphasis would be to press for a broad agreement 
at the need for positive progress in t_he specialized institutionJ. 

Our conditions for agreeing to preparatory discussions in New 
York are specified as: 

- Protection of the competence,· functions and powers of the 
specialized institutions. 

- A.~ agenda that addresses a limited number of global economic 
issues. 

- A focus on the conditions for accelerating growth and 
on common economic problems requiring international .cooperation. 

- Old . negotiating drafts on procedures and agenda would be 
discarded, and a fresh start would be made on drafting procedures 
and agenda. / 

. - .The Charter of the United Nations and -the agreements 
between the UN and the specialized agencies and fora of the 
UN system will be respected. 

Pro: 

- By agreeing to continue to search for an acceptable basis 
for Global Negotiations, President Reagan would be spared the 
isolation that would occur at Cancun if he were to . say "no" to 
Global Negotiations. 

. . 

- By establishing a set of minimal conditions for U.S. 
participation in a universal forum, the President will have 
preserved U.S. concern with the integrity of the specialized 
institutions. 

- This option gets the President through Cancun and establishes 
firm negotiating position for the UNGA. If our conditions are not 
met there, we could say no without embarrassment to the President. 

- Pe.:anits the United States to be positive about discussions 
in the UNGA and not have to oppose a dialogue in principle. 

.-
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- By keeping Global Negotiations alive at least in the 
short-run, we would create a more favorable environment for 
obtaining support for actions in the specialized institutions. 
If we develop enough momentum there before any breakdown of 
GNs, the negative impact of such a breakdown might be reduced 
substantially. 

Con: 

- Experience to date indicates that the U.S. cannot obtain 
strong assurance of its conditions through negotiations on agenda 
and procedures in New York. There is little doubt that the 
central issue of the specialized institutions' integrity will 
have to be refought repeatedly on virtually every individual 
trade and financial issue. 

- Agreement to a post-Cancun effort to pursue preparations 
for Global Negotiations will be construed as a first commitment 
by this Administration to GNs. A subsequent decision to back 
out of Global Negotiations then would be portrayed as this 
Administration reneging on one·of its "commitments" rather 
than reversing the previous Administration's policy. 

- A decision in the Spring of 1982 that our conditions for 
GNs could not be met might set off a negative reaction among the 
Group of 77 that would damage our efforts to obtain participation 
by the LDCs in the preparations for the GATT Ministerial in late 
1982. 
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Option III 

hasize the s ecialized A encies and Establish a Work 
Program or Them Under The Supervision o A Cancun 

Followup Group. Delay Decision On Global Negotiations. 

It would be agreed at Caancun that the personal representatives 
of the Cancun participants would meet in 3-4 months to prepare a 
"curriculum" for the IMF, IBRD, GATT and FAO. Representatives of 
these organizations would be invited to participate in this 
process. The curriculum would consist of a series of· issues 
to be considered by each institution, and each institution 
would submit a report on its respective issues to the Cancun 
group within 9-12 months. In the meantime, we would attempt 
to stall GN discussions in New York on the ground that any 
agenda for GN would he much better if it had the benefit of the 
specialized institutions' reports. 

Pro: 

- This would be a concrete step to.move the discussions into 
the specialized institutions that are our preferred venue for 
addressing issues of international economic cooperation. 

- We would be providing a positive alternative to Global 
Negotiations rather than simply being negative. Thus, the 
President would not be isolated at Cancun yet would not have 
made any commitment on Global Negotiations. 

- We would.have enlisted the prestige of the Cancun 22 
in backing an approach that puts the specialized institutions 
at center stage. 

Con: -
- Negotiations about the specialized institutions' 

"curriculum" vary likely would encounter difficulties about 
how much direction outside entities should give to the 
deliberations of the specialized institutions. This is why 
Global Negotiations failed last year. (Note: all Cancun 
participants are not members of all specialized institutions, 
e.g., Algeria, Saudia Arabia, PRC, Venezuela and Mexico are 
not members of GATT). 

- This approach does not provide an explicit U.S. 
response to the question of U.S. participation in Global 
Negotiation•. The question will arise in November in 
the form of a UNGA resolution on GNs. 

- The Group of 77 may reject this approach as inconsistent 
with their concept of what is needed, namely, integrated 
discussions across issues and control by a universal forum. 

- This approach does not provide a venue for discussing 
energy issue·s, nor does it draw non-members of the institutions 
(especially the socialist countries) into the discussions. 
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lane •'1 adwene dlecc upon, the aecocuciou tn· ocher Vnitecl'"lladona fon• buc abcaald 
reiaf orc• met ....... ,_ tiler. \ 

4. A&uea cllat Cile nc:euful uunchinf ncl ulti•ce aucceu of &lobal ae1odaclon• 
require CM full coaaitaent of all parcidpata to caraful an~ thonusfl preparation•, 
i11cludi111 dlicieac proceduru for the aeaoi:iacion•i _ 

S. Dtcldea Cbac the c-htN ~f O:I• 11101• tai:abliahed uncle~ Ceaeral Aa■eabl)' 
laaoludoa l'l/ 174 lhca,lcl ace •• die prep1racor7 co-.cue for these aesodatioaa and pupoac 
aU MCHHT'J' •n•a•anu vorlled wt ia accorclanca vitb lu Htabl iahecl procedures Jl/ co 
••ble tlla A.uHblJ ac h• apecul 1eaaioa in 1910 co decide on an ef ec v o c 
.. alnnia1 of Cite- 1lobal u1ociatle111 eel furtller cidea that the Comaiccee abodd aub■it co 
Da Alnll617 at tu ipecul Mtaion lu final report coacainin& iu nco-zuLationa on the 
procedl&I'••• th• cl•-fr•• and detailed 11enda for the &lobal n.1ociaclona 1 rakinc iaco 
•"ouac ,.ucrapha 1 to 4 above. • 



VON WECHMAR TEXTS OF DECEMBER 14, 1980 

Procedures 

l. row TIit PURPOSE or TNE &LOl•L N[GDTIATION:, TH[ 
TNIITY•FIFTI SESSIOII or TN[ &[NtR•L ASS["'LY D[CID[S TO 
CDNV[N[ A UNITED NATIONS CONF[l[NC[ FOi GLOIAL N[GOTIATIOIIS 
ON INT[INATIOIIAI. ICONONIC CO•Ol'[RATIDN FOR D[V[LOPll[NT , 

1. t•l cgNFll[IICE ~•OULO NlV[ UIIIV[l:A~ ,.1,1c1PATID!I. -~ 
.• NIGII POLITICAL UV[L, AIID VILL I[ TN[ FOIIUI' FOIi co
lmllllliTIII~ ANO CONDUCTING TH( liLOIAL N[GDTIATIONS VITN 
A Vl(W TO [ISUIING A SIIIULTIIIIIOUS, 
Cllll[5[11T 1110 IITUUTED IPPIOACN TO ALL TH I.SUES UNDER 
IIEGOTIATIOI. TN[ CDNF[R[NC[ SIIOULO l[~ULT IN A PACMAG[ 
MIUIIUT, 

J. FOIi TN[ PUIPOS[ or FICIL ITITIIG Tl[ QOIAL 
l[GOTIATIOIIS, TN[ CONF[l[IC[ VILL, II TN[ INITIAL 
PIIIOO IIIICI DDULO IDT IIICHD Ef■T !REIii, ISTAIL Ill 
■JECTlftS F■ All PIHIIII IUIDUCE OI TIE MINDA 111111 
■ ,alTS hEIEOF. 

•• TIE C 
OIi PllTS TNU 

sv " ,ncmimri~IHfl-..J111-1-1-tiWl~"--111...IJL_) 
NOC IIDUPS as IT WILL Cl[ATt. TNE COIIFUUC[ VILL 

IIDICIT[ Tl[ Tlll[-FIIIIE FOIi TIES[ IEGOTIATIOIIS. 

ION TN[ I. II C 
IP[CIALIH 
Tlll·FIW 
TIOIS VITI 

TED 
!!.!!c...!!..~:.2.!~!!l.11.io.""f=",--J ......... --...,..,._.......,.QID• 

I. 11 FIil i'nltiflifi1rl AT[ UD FULFILL 11& ITS 
IDLE, TIE COIIF£1£1C£ VI IDT: 

7. ALL 'foTN[ PICNAG[ AGHENUT WILL I[ ClllffllTTEO 
TO ITS IIIPL(ll[NTATION. Villi[ SUCM IIIPL[MNTATICIII IIVOLVES 
ACTION IY SPECIAi.iUD FOIIA WITNIN Tl[ UIIT[O IATIDNS SYS• 
Tift, PUTl[S TO TN[ AGR[[N[NT WILL ACT TNROUGM TH[ IIT[R• 
IOV[WNNENTAL IODl[S 0, TN[S[ FDIIA, II ACCDIDANC[ WITN 
Tl[ IR C°"'ETUC[ AID IUUS or PIOCEDUl[S. 

I. TIil COIF[R[NC( WILL FUNCTIOI II ACCORDANCE WITN TN[ 
PIOC[DIIIU or TH IIIEIIL lll[ftll Y, JQIIEVEI, II MILL 
IUCN lllUIIENT IJ CIIIISUSUS 01! AU UfOIT&NT PIIUL 

IUCN IS hOSE IEFEHED TO II PUAGIAPNS 2, J, 411, MD l.. 

c:J JW - -~...._{, ■om ■n-:"':) 
■lllUIITlH II IIV TIii. 

ll. TIE COIIFUUC[ SIIOULO SUIT FUICTIDIIIIG ON 
1111 UD SIOULD lllll[ EVEIY EFFOIT TO COIICLUDE IY Ill 

ll, TNE COIIF[l[IC[ SIOULD NAVE TN[ NIGHEST 
n1011ITY II l[SPECT or FlCILITl[S ANO SEIVICES, IICLUDIIG 
IITEIPl[TATION IND TIANSLITION II ALL Tl[ OFFICIAL IIID 
IIDINIIG LIIIGUAG[S 0, THE &[N[AAL ASS[ftlLY AND ITS 11111 
COIIIITT[[S TO I[ PIOVIDED IY TN[ UNIT[O NATIONS 
RCIETAIIAT. TIE l[C[SSAIY FICILITl[S AND l[SOUIC[S 
SIOULD Al.SO I[ PIOVID[D FOR ALL Pl[PAIATOIY UIANG[lllNTS, 
IT UIIT[D IATIOIIS N(ADQUART[RS IICLUOIIG l[GIONAL AND 
ITNEI UOUI' IIE[TIIIS, FOIi TN[ PUIPOS[ TN[ l[GOTIITIOIS. 

11. _,PIOl'IIAT[ AIRAIIG[!l[NTS WOULD NAVE TO I[ IIIDE 
TO ENSUWI TII[ PIIOVISIDN AIID CO•OROIHTIOII DF TN[ INPUTS 
f!__nUJCmAltm DF TN[ UIIITED HTIOISSYSffitTOTif 

~ 

lJ. IIPDII IECIUEST, TIit CDIIFER[IC[ IIIY IIVITl SPECIALIZED. 
IITEIIHIOlll, RHIOIIL AID SUIRUIOIAL IITEIGOVEIIIUTAL 
■GAIIZATIDNS R[L[VAIT TO Tl[ TIU or TIE CDIIFEIEIC[, TO 
lTT[ID TN[ CONF[R[NC[. 



cHruu 

l. 11.0IAL l[GOTIATlaS.PltOVID[ Al 0,POIITUNITY FOi TN[ 
IIORLD CDl'IIIUNITY TO £RAG£ IN CON£R£NT, IIT£GUT£D, 
IIIIILTAll[OUS AND SUSTAll[D l[GOTIATIOIS ON 
MJOII WORLD [COIOftlC IISU[S or CONC[RN TD ALL COUITRl[S II 
TN[ Fl[lO or IAV lllTl.lAI.S, [llltGY, TIU[, D[V[LOPMNT, 
IIOll[Y AND FIIAIIC[. TII[ N[GOTIATIDNS SHOULD lt[FL[CT TN[ 
IIITUAL l[N[FIT, TN[ CGlfflON IIT[lt[ST, AND TN£ l[SPDNSIIILI• 
Tl[S OF TN£ PAITl[S CIIIIC[IN[D, TANIIG IITO ACCOUNT TN[ 
lfl[IAL [CDNO"IC CAPAIILITY or [ACN COUITIIY AID SNOULD 
COITI IIUT£ TO: 

Ill TH 111.IITICIII or INTUIATIONAL [COIDIIIC PIIOIL["S 
VITIII TN[ FIAIIE\IOII or Tl[ 1£SHUCTURING 11F IITU· 
U!IDIAI. [COIOftlC ■UTIOIS; 

II STlUY 11.Cllll [COIOftlC D£V£LOP~NT 110, IN 
PIITICUUI, Tl[ D[ftLOPIIUT OF DU£LOPING COUNTl1£S; 

ICI Tl[ 1•LtfEITATION or TN[ IIT[IIIATIONAL 
llftlOl'll£NT STIAT[IT FOi Tl[ TNIID UNIT[D IATIONS 
IIYELOP~NT DtCUE. 

I. 1•1ASl?IIIG TH •• AIATIY[ N[[D Tl [STAILISN 
A •v ITST[N 0, IIT[.UTIONAL [COIIO"IC l[LATIINS, ALL 
COUIITll[S SIDULD COIIIIT Tl[NS[LY[S TO ACNl[YIIG, TIIIIIGN 
IIT[IIATIOIAl IIIOTIATIIIIIS AND OTN[lt CONC[ltT[D ACTION, TN[ 
nsTIUCTUIING or IIT[UATIONAL l[GOTIATIONS AND DTN[R 
COICERT[D ACTIOI, TIE l[STIUCTUIING or IIT[INATIDNAl 
.IOTIATIONS AND OTNEI CONC£1tT£D ACTION, TN[ l[STIUCTUR· 
IH Of INT[IIATIOIIAL ICOIOIIIC l[LATIDIS DI TN[ IASIS or 
Tl[ PIINCIPL[S OF JUSTICE, [QUALITY AND IIUTUAL l[N[FIT, 
VITI DU[ l[GAIID TO TIE O[Y[LOP11£NT POTENTIAL 0, D[Y[LOPING 
COUITIIU. 

S, ICOIOfllC l ■nlD[PIIDUC[ IS l IIOVIIG l[AL ITT MONG ) 
CIIUNTll[S AT DIFF[l[NT LfY[LS or D[Y[LDPll[NT. TNIS ~• 
IEAl.1TT COIIP[LS IIT[IINATIOIIAL CO•OP[RATIDN IINICN 
SIIOULD IE SUPPORTED IY COl[R[IT NATIONAL £COIO"IC 
PDI.ICl[S OIi TN[ PART or ALL M"l[RS or TN[ IIT[ltNATIONAl 
COIIIUIITY, SO TIAT IIAXIIIII" D[Y[lOP"[NT AND ST[ADY [CDNO"IC \ 
~OVTN CAN I[ ACNl[V[D IY ALL VITNIN TN[ FIA"EWORN or 
IISP[CTIY[ IATIOIIAL D[Y[LO,ll[NT STIAT[Gl[S AND PIIIOIITIU. _) 

4, TII[ ILOIAL l[&OTIATIONS SHOULD IE ACTION·DIIENTED AND 
AIN AT REACHING AGIEEll£NT IY TNE INTERNATIONAL CO,,MUNITY 
DI CDICll[T[ AID IIUTUALLY IEINFOICING IIUSUR[S D[SIGN[D TO 
ACNl[Y[ lltV, Cllffl'lt[NENSIY[ AND GLDIAL SOLUTIONS TD PIIDILENS 
II UCN IND All OF TN[ F l[LDS OUTLINED IN TN[ A1£NDA, 
Tl[S[ S11.UTIOIIS SIOULD GD l[YOND LINIT[D EFFORTS AND 
11£ASUR[S IIT[ND[O TO l[SOlY[ Dill TN[ Plt[S[NT [COND"IC 
DIFFICULTIES. 

I. I_I IUATIOII TD &I I !Tr.I!~ 1111 TMF .aMJ!Dl or TII[ GLOIAL 
!'(GOTllTJDNS, Sfl[Cl&L [IIPHA-1• IIUST ., lJ lf,JJ).J'M_TMt. 1rrns 
A!l uaa:m11£Nb QfJIO[(DPIH4 COUNTPlfS AND ON..IIIW 

.•mg,,ut ~lfNi1AL, .. TN[ GLOUL N[GDTIATIDNS SHOULD 
MIISTAN1t.ll.•f ~11111allUT[ TD TN[ RAPID D£Y£LOP"[NT OF 
1£V£lOPIIK COUNTll[S, TNUS [NAILING TN[N TO ACNl[Y[ 
ll[AT[lt 'ELF•lfLIIICE AND [NNANCE TN[II CAPACITY TD PLAY 

Agenda 

II [FF[CTIV[ 1111.[ 11 IIT[IIATIDIAL [CDIOfllC l[LATIDIS, 
IICLUOIIG TN[ PIOC[SS or KCISIDl•IIAIIING. 

I, II Tl[ FACE Of DIFFICULT [CDIOftlC CDIOITIDIS, COi· 
C[IT[D IIEASUl[S Al[ l[QUll[D FIOII Tl[ IIT[IIATIIIIIAI. 
CIIIIIIUNITY TO SUSTAIN U[QUAT[ L[W[lS or [COIIOfllC IIOVTN 
MD O[V[LOP11£NT II TN[ O[Y[LOPIIG l«IIILD, PAIITICULAllY II 
Tl£ LEAST D[Y[LOPEO COUNTll[S MD OTN[I D[VELOPIIG 
COUIITIIES, INCLUDIIG TNOS[ II OTNEI SPECIAL CAT[GOIIIES, 
llll[R[ Tl[ D[Y[LOPN£NT l[[DS AIID PIOIL["S Al[ ll[AT[ST, 

7, Tl[ VOIDING OF TIE AIUDA ITEM DDts. IGT PIUUll&f Tl£ 
OUTCOf1£ OF Tl[ •GOTIATIDIS AND Dtin •IIT PIFCLIIO[ TN£ 
DISCUSSIDI IIF ANY SUIJ[CT ll~••~Y 10 1Nl AGtllDA. 

•• . ACCOIDINGLY Tllf SOLLQIIJ!llj lGUftl 0, \IIIJCN TM[ AJ!)j{ 
1.AIAGIAPNS &IF All INTfC:RII '•d 1$ AGHU! JD,.TNE 1noiAr 

.RGOTlaTIONS ON IIU-,anJ,Pl4L .[CDNOll!C CO•O,[UTIOII JOR 
IIVILOPIIENT. 

M[IDA IT[M 

1, iurSTIONS l[LAT[D TO ACNl[YING A l[AL INCRJ&SF IN 
AID STAIIL IUTIDI or TN[ [X,ORT [AINi■GS DU-IVED no" 
PIINAIY COIIIIODITl[S AIID IAV NAT[IIALS. ' 

I. PAITICIPATIDI OF D£V£LOPIIG COUNTRIES IN TN[ TRAD[ 
TIANSPOITATION, lllll[TING AND DISTIIIUTIIIII or TN[II cc,;."D· 
IITl[S AND IAV IIAT[lllLS; LOCAL PIOC[SSIIG AND STORAGE 
Of COlll10DITl[S AND RAV NAT[IIIALS PIDDUC[O IY D[Y[LOPIIG 
COUITIIU. 

s. D[V£Lllf'11£NT or UTUIAL •uou1cu. 

C, IU[STIOIS RELATED TO TIU[, IIICLUDING ACCESS 
TO IIAIUTS, PIIOTECTI.IS" AID STIUCTUIAI. UJUSTll[NT, 
IIIICN SNOULD LEAD, IITEI ALIA, TD INPIIDYlNENT IN T[lt"S 
fll TIIAQE. 

I. ISN IPP t NGI • 

~ I. II TN[ L lliNT or TN[ SCAie ITY Of PfTIIOUU" l[SOUIIC[S, 
AND TN[ N[[D TD RAPIDLY DEVELOP CDNV[NTIDNAl AS 
IIELL AS ALT[INATIY[ SOUIC[S or [N[IIGY TO ll[[T TN[ GIOW· 
IIG l[QUll[N[NTS FOi FUTUII[ [COIO"IC IIIDIITN AND D[Y[LO,• 
l'IENT, MD l[lATED PROILEftS 0, COIUION IIIT[RrST: 

Ill UIG[NT NUSUR[S IY TN£ tNT£1NATIONAL COlfflUNITY TO 
IE[T ttTS [N[RGY lt[OUll[!l£NTS, IICLUDING PAITICUlAILYl 
Of [N[IIGY·D[FICl[NT D[V[LOl'ING COUNTRl[S, ON A CON· 
TINUING IASIS; 

•> [FF[CTIV£ IIASUl[S FDR CDNS[IIVATION AND IIATIOIIAL 
U~[ OF [N[IGY; 

tel DE"AND AND SUPPLY OF •LL FORft: Of EN[RGY AND It[• 

UTEO PIOIL[ft:; I, INC:LU0111, CJ IT[II IA FDR PRICING•; 

Ill IIASUltfS, IY TH[ tNTER~iTIDIAL Clllll!UNITY, INCLUDING 
TN[ PIO~ISIDtl or FINANCIAL MID/OR T[CNNICAL ASSISTANCE 
IND suP,ORT. AS APPIIO,ltATE. IN SUCH AIEAS AS: 



(I) UrLOllTIOI rOI UD DlVElOf'IIENT 0, l[V AID 
llll[VllL[ as VELL as COIV[NTIOIIAL SOUIC[S OI [l[IGY 
II OIO[I TO IICl[AS[ ITS lVAILAIILITY: 

1111 TICNIICAL UD T[CIIOI.OGICAL AS'ECTS 0, CON· 
ftlTIOIAL [llflGY ,tQDUCTJON llD COISUVATIOI; 

0111 IELEVAIT MUS 0, IUUICN llD OE· 
ftLOf'IIEIT l 

flWl rLAIIIIG 0, EIUGY rtOGIA1'111£S AID rtOJ[CTS 
11 IITEIUTED COUIITI I ES; 

7. ,11T1c1,ATIOI OI O[vtLOf'IIG COUITll[S II Tl[ oow
lTl[&II ACT1,1Tl[S II Tl[ FIELD OI [l[IGY. 

• I. IITUUTIOIAL CO•Of'[HTIOI FOIi Tl[ DEVILOf'IIEll 110 
IIVIISIFICATIOI Dr FOOD AIID AGIICULTUIAL rtDDUCTIOI 
AID IIPIOvtllEIT Dr IUTIITIDI II DEVELDPIIG COUITIIU, 
TIIOUSN IUCI IIUSUIU Al: 

CAI TIUSF[I 0, l[SOUIC[S TO su,rL[ll[IT IIIIILIZATIOI 
0, DOflSTIC HSOUICU; 

■I IUUICN AID DEVELOf'IIENT AID TIAISFU 0, 

RCNIOI.OGY AID ITS aoa,TaTION TO TN[ IUDS 0, II01'1-
IUAL COUITll[S AIID l[GJOIS; 

a:1 sur,ORT FOR Tl[ IIPL[ll[IUTION o, NATIONAL am
CULTUIAL D[V[LO,ff£NT STIAT[Gl[S, IICLUDIIG TN[ 1n,1ovc
lEIT 0, FOOD STOIIIG[ AID DISTIIIUTION FACILITIIS 
II DIV[LOf'IIG COUNTRl[S. 

I. Tl[ £STAILISN11£N1 OI U [H[CTl,C IUIS 
rOII IIOILD FOOD S[CUIIITY, IIICLUDIIG FOOD AID, [llllG[NCY 
FOOD IIS[lvt lllD OTN[I l[Lll[O CIU[STIDNS. 

II. UIG[IT, CONC[IT[D AID SUSTAINED IIT[IIATIOIAL 
ACTIOI, TAIIIIG IITD ACCOUNT UIICTAD l[SOLUTIOII 122 <VI, 
TO ASSIST TN[ LEAST D[V[LO,[D COUITll[S TO OV[ICOnE 
Tll[JI SUIOUS STIUCTUIAL rlOIL[IIS ITNIDUGN, 
111[1 ALIA, Tl[ ALLOCATION 0, lD[QUll[ l[SOUIC[S TD TNIS 
£1Dl. 

11. ,n1T1,r AOJUSTll£NT rOllCl[S AID IIC[ITIVFS VITN 
A ,,rv TO ACC[L[IATIIG TN[ INOUSTRIALIZAllDII 0, b[V[LGP'· 
ING CDUITll[S TNIOUGH TNl ltSTIUCTUII~ DF.....lli{OILD 
IIDUSTRY/IIOIILD IIIOUSTIIAL CArACITt[Sl, TAK116 INTO 
ACCOUNT l[GIOIIAL STIATEGl[S FOi IIOUSTIIAI. 
KvtLOf'lll:ltT IND IIT[GIATIDI. 

ALTUHTIW[ rOlnuLATIOI: 

IIEASUl[S TO ACC[L[IAT[ TN[ tlDUSTIIALtZATIOI OF O[V[LO,• 
IIG COUIITll[S, TAKI ■, INTO ACCOUNT l[GIDNAL 
STIAT[GI[~ FOR IIOIJ~TIIAL O[V[LO,"ENT AND IIT[6RATIOrl, 
ll''fN SNOULD L[AD TO CONTINUIN' l[.TIUCTUl116 or WOALD 
IIIOU;;l«T. 

J1. lllASUIES TO su,,01T.TN[.TIAISF[I OF T[CNIOLDGY TO 
DlflLOf'IIG COUIITal[S. IICLUDING TN[ ao,,-
TATIOI AU ll'rL ICATJOI 0, SUCII T£CHOLOGY. 

II. ll[ASUl[S TO su,,ORT Tl[ O[VELO,ll[IT 0, IIFIASTIUC
TVll[•II D[V[LO,tlG COUNTRl[S, SUCH as TII[ IIPL[ntNTATIOI 
0, Tt[ TIA■SrOIT AND COl!ftUIICATIGIIS DECADE II 

14. IIASUl[S TO UUIC[ MD IIPIOV[ TN[ TlllS· 
HI OF IUOUICU FOi [CDIIOIIIC DtvtLO,nt■T, 11 IUPIIG 
WITI O[V[LO,ll[NT UOUll[ll[ITS, TNIOUGN: 

IAJ CDIICESSIOIAL FLOWS, IIIC&.UDIIG O,F ICIAL DlvtLOf'IIEIT 
ASSISTMC[ TO D[V[LOl'IIG COUNTll[S, 11 rUTICULAI TO 
TIOS[ D[V[LOf'IIG COUITll[S 111[1[ Tl[ DfV[LOf'llflT 
■[DS UD ,.OIL[ns Al[ ll[AT[ST; 

■I IIOl•CONC[SSJOIAL FLM, IICLUOIIG ACC[SS TO 
WITAL IWll[TS, DlltCT IIVUTIIEIT AID CO· 
FIWCIIG; 

Cl ltLAT[D UIAIG[ll[ITS AS IIAY I~ ll[QUll[O. I 

II. rllWICII& DJ IALAIC[-Gf.PAYIIEIT DEFICITS. 

X. 11. D(IT ,1otuns OF DUILDP'IIG CIIIIlJ.U. 

)'--. 17. .,,1oaCN[S TD [ISUR[ Tl[ HOVTN AID STAIIL ,n DJ 
!IJV ,,,rs OF FLOWJ, INCLUDING lVAILAIL[ ,u1111s IN 
Fi ■AIICIAL AND CtrlTAL llllll[TS, TO FACILITATE SUSTlllllL[ 
[CDIOn IC GIOWTN AND DEVEL 0,11£11 WID TO [ISUI[ Tl[ 
UCUIITY AID ¥ALU£ or TN[J[ FLOVS1. 

ALT[INATIV[ FOlffULATIOI: 

l[V TYr[S 0, FIIAICIAL FLOWS AID l[LlT[D ,101L[ns. 

11. [FFDITS TO IINAIC[ Tl[ 1cs,011s1V[l[SS 01 TN[ IIT[I
IATIDIIAL IIOtl[TARY SYST[n TO TN[ ECOIIOftlC GIOVTN AID 
D[VCLOl'll[ltT N[[OS or TN[ IITUIATIOIIAL COMUNITY TNIOUGN 
COIITIIUIIG 1,.IOV[llfNT AID CIIAIG[S II Tl[ IYST[n: 

IAI IIT[INATIOHL LIQUIDITY II ALL ITS as,ccTS 
CIICLUOIIG SDI AI.LOCATIOII$ AltD Tll[II l[LATIOI TO 

HVELO,n[ll FIIANC[I; 

■I SUIV[ ILLAIC[ 0, [XCNANG[ IATU AID OF IALAIC[•OI· 
rAYIIE■ T ,01.,c,1s; 

CJ rAITfCl,ATION 0, TN[ D[V[LDl'IIG COUITll[S ,. TN[ 
HCISION•IIAIIING ,1occss; 

., ADJUSTlllNT ,1ocus II ALL ITS as,rcrs: 

II) IIOOAL ITl[S 0, TII[ UISTII& AOJUSTllflT ,1ocus AID 
11£111 ADEQUACY; 

Ill) COITIIIUTIOIS IY IIT[RIATIDIIAL FINANCIAL AID 
llllll[TAIY IISTITUTIOIS TO TN[ AO.IUSTll!NT rlOC[SS; 

Ill II UCILITl!S !I T!I[ CONTUT 0, TN[ AOJUSTIIEl1 
,1ocus; 

., TUl!S ••o COll'llTIOIS FOi TII[ JI$[ 0, um1r.u1o■AL 

IIOll[TAIY FUND l[SOUIC[S;I 

., ,101uns OF ,10TCCTION Of IEAL FINANCIAL ASSETS 0, 

WITAL SUlrLUS DlV[LO,IIG COUITRl[S.I 

11. , .. aCT OF INFLATIOI ON [COIOIIIC GIO\ITII IND D[VILOP· 
IIUT. 

21. IIITUNATIONAl lSSJSTAIC[ FOi IATIOIIAI. D(IIOGU,HIC 



U.S. POLICY RE 
"GLOBAL NEGOTIATIONS" 

AND 
DEVELOPMENT DRAFT 

This formulation is in two parts: 

(I) a question and answer re the procedural issues raised 
by the phrase "Global Negotiations"; and 

(II) a summary of substantive themes and initiatives that 
comprise the Reagan administration's approach to 
development. 

(I) Q. & A. RE "GLOBAL NEGOTIATIONS" 

Q. The Ottawa Summit Declaration committed the summit members 
to "participate in preparations for a mutually acceptable 
process of global negotiations in circumstances offering 
the prospect of meaningful progress." The co-chairmen's 
press statement following the Cancun Ministerial Pre arator 
Meeting (in which the U.S. participated state that a 
purpose of the Cancun Summit is to "facilitate global 
negotiations." Is the U.S. now willing to return to the 
U.N. preparatory disucssions on global negotiations? 

A. (1) The United States strongly favors the development of 
a cooperative strategy for global growth. We believe 
that experience -- including our own development 
experience -- confirms the importance of: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

openin~ up markets, both within individual 
countries and among countries; 

imaroving the climate for private investment, 
an the transfer of technology that comes 
with such investment; 

orienting assistance toward the development of 
self-sustaining productive capacities; 

tailoring particular development strategies 
to the specific needs and potential of 
individual countries and regions; and 

creating a political climate in which Sractical 
solutions can move forward -- rather tan 
founder on naive or contentious rhetorical debate. 

(2) With this general framework as our guide, we are 
prepared to examine the specific needs and potential 
of particular countries and regions -- while at the 
same time we examine how a common effort might best 
overcome identified obstacles and promote desired 
development. 

MCLA~S> 
~~ ~ L lJvvtr5 
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(3) 

(4) 

-2-

We have said that we would be willing to "participate 
in preparations for a mutually acceptable process of 
global negotiations in circumstances offerin the 
prospect of meaningful progress. Note emphasis. 
We do not believe that Global Negotiations as 
contem lated and defined in U.N. Res. 34/138 

December 1979) would offer the prospect of meaningful 

1rogress. The agenda is at once too general and too 
ar-reaching to provide a practical basis for 

proceeding. And references to the "New International 
Economic Order" and the "restructuring of 
international economic relations" are undesirable 
reminders of the type of contentious ideological 
environment in which cooperative solutions are 
unlikely to be found. We therefore would not return 
to arator talks if the were to be conducted 
on basis of U.N. Res. 34 138. 

On the other hand, we are now, and would continue to be, 
happy to participate in talks with individual countries, 
with regional groups, with other interested parties 
and even with all countries simultan~ously --
provided that: 

(a) the talks must have a practical orientation 
toward identifying, case-by-case, the specific 
potential for and obstacles to development 
obstacles which a cooperative effort might 
remove; 

(b) the talks must proceed on a basis that would 
respect and preserve the competence, functions, 
powers, voting arrangements, and charters of 
the specialized international institutions 
and not seek to create new international 
institutions; 

(c) the general objective of such talks must be 
the identification of conditions necessary 
to increase economic development (rather than a 
restructuring of the international economic 
system); and 

(d) such talks must be entered upon in a cooperative 
spirit rather than an adversarial one. 

(5) We believe these conditions provide the only basis 
on which practical progress can be made. Preparatory 
talks conducted on the basis of U.N. Res. 34/138 
have not and could not meet these conditions. But 
if talks at the U.N. could, on a new basis, meet 
these conditions, we would be willing to participate 
in them. 
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II. SUBSTANTIVE ELEMENTS OF U.S. DEVELOPMENT POLICY FOR CANCUN 

Long-term, non-inflationary growth depends upon: 

a) adoption of appropriate domestic policies 
by developed and developing countries, 

b) mobilization of internal (private sector) 
resources, 

c) recognition that external resources generated 
by trade and investment are more important 
than development assistance. 

Emphasis must shift from "resource transfer" proposals which 
have characterized the dialogue with developing countries to 
"resource generation" measures. Our approach requires an 
integrated policy.approach across economic sectors, specifically, 
investment, trade, agriculture and energy. 

INVESTMENT 

It is essential to create an overall economic and political 
environment conducive to both domestic and foreign investors. 

Proposals 

1. 

2. 

4 . 

Increase co-financing and other private financing 
with the multilateral development banks. 

Enhance the International Finance Corporation 
activities -- the IFC fosters private sector 
debt and equity financing of investments in 
the developing countries. Its program is 
increasing in both size and diversity. The 
bulk of the IFC projects (about $3.3 billion) 
are privately financed in the LDCs from domestic 
and external sources. 

Multilateral investment insurance guarantees 
should be arranged through an "International 
Investment Insurance Agency" (within the 
framework of the IBRD). 

Create a mechanism to promote general agreement 
on investment, similar to the GATT, allowing 
countries to harmonize investment policies and 
negotiate mutually beneficial improvements. 

Tax measures -- An effort will be made to identify 
tax measures which might increase market-oriented 
investment from both external and domestic sources 
in the LDCs. 
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CANCUN TRADE OPTIONS 

The U.S. is committed to an open world trading system which 
will provide all countries an opportunity to strengthen and 
diversify their economies. 

Proposals 

1. Establish strong safeguard actions for the LDCs. 

2. Encourage further trade liberalization, especially 
with the advanced developing countries -- use GATT. 

3. Launch extensive rounds of consultations with all 
countries, including developing countries, in s,~~ 
prepar-ation for the GATT ministerial. ~~ 

4. Announce that the U.S. will support extension~f 
the generalized system of preferences (GSP) beyond 
its scheduled termination date of 1985. 

AGRICULTURE 

Emphasis will be on the importance of market-oriented policies, 
fostering greater reliance on markets and entrepreneurship. 
It is expected that this approach will create rising agricultural 
productivity, self-sustaining capacity for research and innovation, 
and stimulation of emplo~ent-creating entrepreneurship in rural 
areas. 

Proposals 

1. Encourage LDC economic policies which: (a) reduce 
or eliminate subsidies to food consumers; and 
(b) provide adequate and stable price incentives 
to the agricultural sector to increase production. 

2. Emphasize innovative joint research and development 
activities undertaken through u.s~ and LDC institutions. 

3. Encourage rural credit, improved storage and 
distribution facilities, and roads to facilitate 
marketing and education. 

4. Insist that recipient countries adopt a market
oriented agriculture policy, which·permits prices 
to find their own levels without production or 
consumption subsidies. 
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ENERGY 

The U.S. will increase funding for energy-related activities in 
the years ahead, with emphasis on a mix of public and private 
efforts and the mobilization ·of LDC resources. 

' 

Proposals 

1. U.S. bilateral assistance program in energy must 
stress technical assistance rather than resource 
transfers. The U.S. will support energy lending 
by multilateral institutions provided projects . 
are economically viable. Such lending should 
accelerate LDC energy development by encouraging 
private investment in energy development. 
(Note: U.S. opposed to new Energy Affiliate.) 

2. Greater private sector support w~ll be sought in 
the energy area. 

3. The u.s. will support selected elements of the 
program of action of the U.N. Conference on New 
and Renewable Resources of Energy. 

4. Intensified energy training programs for technicians 
from developing countries will be considered. 

NOTE: The foregoing proposals are elaborated upon in a -set 
of papers developed through the Cabinet council on 
Economic Affairs. In addition to detailed papers on 
the above, there are also papers which elaborate upon 
contributions already made by the U.S. -- to be inter
woven as appropriate. 



October 7, 1981 

Q's and A's for Global Negotiations Options 

General Questions: 

Q. Didn't the Ottawa Summit Communique commit the United 
States to Global Negotiations? 

A. No, the Ottawa Summit Communique commits us to some process 
of addressing the problems of developing countries. 

If the President were to be drawn into further 
questioning on the Communique he should say: 

The Ott·awa Summit Communique "reaffirmed" our willingness to 
explore all avenues of consultation and cooperation with developing 
countries in whatever forums may be appropriate" •••• using a 
"mutually acceptable process" and "in circumstances offering 
the prospect of meaningful progress." 

We think that such a dialogue can yield the most meaningful 
results if it is conducted in the specialized institutions 
that have the experience and expertise to deal with international 
economic issues in concrete terms. 

Q. What is the purpose of the United States attending Cancun 
if it is opposed to Global Negotiations? 

A. The purpose of the United States' participation in the 
Cancun Summit is to engage in a dialogue with the Heads of 
State of developed and developing countries to seek solutions 
to the problems of economic growth. 

Q. You have said that the United States is committed 
to encouraging the development process in LDCs yet at 
the same time the United States offers the least amount 
of foreign aid in relation to GNP to these countries 
compared with any other industrial country attending this 
conference. 

A. The United States is proud of its record on international 
economic development and contrary to what you've said, has 
traditionally shouldered the largest worldwide responsibility 
on behalf of development. For thirty-five years, the American 
peop1e have demonstrated a deep and consistent commitment to 
alleviating global poverty. In addition to providing more than 
$130 billion in grants and loans for economic assistance from 
the government, the American people have been the most generous 
contributors to private sources of assistance to the Third World. 
Moreover, U.S. firms currently have more than $50 billion in 
direct investment in developing countries. This investment not 
only provides substantial financial resources to these economies 
but also imparts technological, administrative and managerial 
resources that are essential to the development process. Also, 
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U.S. private financial institutions have been instrumental in 
recycling petrodollars to the oil-importing countries at a 
time when other institutions and nations were unwilling to 
assume the risk of such intermediation. U.S. capital markets 
and markets for imports are the most open in the world. The 
U.S. absorbs approximately one-half of all the manufactured 
exports of developing countries although we account for. only 
about one-fourth of the world's GNP. Without this enormous 
outlet for their debt and merchandise, developing countries 
would never have made the substantial progress that they have 
achieved since World War II. Finally, the United States has 
been at the forefront of establishing and improving the 
international institutions that have provided very substantial, 
tangible economic benefits to the developing countries. The 
IMF, GATT and the multilateral development banks all have been 
launched, strengthened and adapted to changing circumstances 
with the financial, intellectual and political support of the 
United States. 

Questions for Option One 

Q. Why is the U.S. opposed to Global Negotiations at the 
U.N.? Is it afraid to discuss these issues in a forum where 
it may not be able to control the results? 

A. The United States believes that constructive progress 
on matters of development has been made and will continue to 
be made in specialized institutions such as the GATT, the IMF 
and the IBRO. The UN General Assembly does not have the economic 
expertise to make substantive trade and monetary decisions. The 
international institutions, however, can achieve concrete results and 
provide the best means of spurring economic development. 

Q. What alternative can the U.S. offer to Global Negotiations 
which can be viewed as a good faith effort to continue the 
North-South dialogue? 

A. The United States has always actively participated in 
international efforts designed to encourage real economic 
growth in developing countries. This will continue. With 
respect to trade, next year's GATT Ministerial offers an 
excellent opportunity to discuss how the international trading 
system can best address -- and solve -- the trade problems of 
the next decade. Developing countries play a large and growing 
role in international trade flows and we expect, and encourage 
them, to play a major role in the preparations for the GATT 
Ministerial. 

At the same time the international financial institutions offer 
developed and developing countries enumerable ways to explore 
further how development can be encouraged on a global basis. 
The United States recently has been reviewing several proposals 
that we hope will be developed in these institutions which should 
increase the flow of private capital to developing countries and 
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thereby increase their economic growth potentials. Specifically, 
we would like to suggest that an International Investment Insurance 
Agency be set up in the framework of the World Bank or the 
International Finance Corporation. This Agency would encourage 
greatly expanded capital flows to developing countries by insuring 
against expropriation. 

We feel that multilateral development institutions likewise can 
play an important role as catalysts in generating greater private 
investment in LDCs through co-financing programs with commerical 
banks. The United States actively supports a substantial increase 
in the level of private co-financing activities of the World Bank 
and the IFC and is anxious to discuss with developed and developing 
country members of those institutions how this can best be done. 

Q. You have repeatedly said that the international specialized 
agencies provide the appropriate forums for discussing and solving 
the problems of development. Yet all countries, and this is 
expecially true for developing countries, are not even members of 
these institutions. For instance, you have proposed that a GATT 
Ministerial be held next year, yet nearly a third of the LDC 
Cancun participants are not GATT members -- including the host 
country. How can such an institution fairly represent the concerns 
of all trading nations? 

A. The GATT has provided the framework around which international 
trade has grown from $75 billion to over $1 billion in the past 
30 years. The GATT has provided great stability for the interna
tional trading and has protected the free flow of goods and 
services through numerous international economic crises during this 
time. One hundred and fourteen countries, accounting for 85 percent 
of world trade, are GATT members. The GATT lays down the agreed 
upon rules for the fair conduct of world trade is the only body 
which has the mandate to undertake multilateral trade negotiations. 
I would think that all countries would want to be a part of this 
system and actively engage in shaping the global trading system of 
the 1980's. 

Questions for Option Two 

Q. We understand that the United States is willing to participate 
in Global Negotiations if certain conditions are met. Yet it seems 
to me that these conditions make real progress in Global Negotia
tions impossible . 

A. We feel that if Global Negotiations are going to contribute 
effectively to the development process, the great resources of the 
United Nations need to be channelled. All our economies currently 
are under great stress and none can afford a waste in resources. 
Likewise, the international institutions which represent us 
globally cannot afford to waste resources through a duplication of 
efforts. We are simply suggesting that Global Negotiations focus 
on identifying the conditions for accelerating international 
economic growth and that the competence and jurisdiction of the 
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specialized agencies be respected. 

Q. How does this situation differ from the one of last year 
when after lengthy negotiations Global Negotiations failed to 
get off the ground? 

A. Perhaps we expected too much from the process last year. 
Perhaps the various agendas under review were too overwhelming 
to manage. We are suggesting that this year we be more modest 
in our expectations and planning which will allow us to expect 
more meaningful results. 

Questions for Option Three 

Q. How does the establishment of the Cancun follow up group 
affect the future of Global Negotiations? 

A. The work of the follow up group should provide excellent 
background for our discussions at a later date on the future 
of Global Negotiations. The follow up group, because it is 
small and representative, should be able to focus more quickly 
on the solutions to the problems that face today's development 
process. 

Q. The idea behind Global Negotiations was to discuss 
global economic issues -- that is, all economic issues -- in 
a global setting -- that is, one that provided for the participa
tion of all countries. The Cancun follow up group does not 
represent all countries and neither do the specialized agencies 
which the follow up group is to work with. Therefore, are we not 
establishing a yet more complicated structure that will still not 
fairly address the concerns of each country represented at the 
United Nations? 

A. I think we have to ask ourselves seriously if such a large 
body as the U.N. General Assembly can even clearly identify, much 
less solve, the economic problems we all currently face. The 
Cancun participants would like to suggest to their neighbors and 
trading partners worldwide that we give this follow up group a 
chance to work quickly and closely to pin point the road blocks 
which are stalling development in all countries. We think that 
this group, drawing on the established expertise and resources of 
te specialized agencies, can not only outline what needs to be 
done in the years ahead to spur development, but also can actually 
encourage the specialized agencies to do it. 

Q. Why can the Cancun follow up group establish a Work Program 
for the specialized agencies when the U.N. General Assembly is 
denied this right? 

A. To the extent that the Cancun group has a common understanding 
of the problems of development, we would like to build on this 
understanding rather than delay resolution of the problems of 
development because of lack of consensus in the UNGA in New York. 
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We also believe that this smaller group is better prepared by 
virtue of its size to act with the urgency that resolution of 
these problems requires. 



Global Negotiations 

Issue: 

Should the United States participate in Global Negotiations? 

Background: 

Global Negotiations is the current vehicle by which the 
Group of 77 (G-77) is seeking to effect its restructuring of 
the international economic system. The G-77's agenda for 
restructuring the system was defined in the UN. General Assembly's 
Program of Action on the Establishment of a New International 
Economic Order (NIEO), which was adopted by the Sixth Special 
Session of the UNGA in May 1974. Since 1974, the LDCs have 
elaborated on the NIEO in ways that make it even more incompatible 
with U.S. economic interests. Among the major elements of the 
G-77 agenda on trade and payments are: 

- non-reciprocal dismantling of developed countries' 
tariffs and non-tariff barriers affecting LDCs; 

- permanent preferential access for LDC exports to 
developed country markets; 

- preservation of the purchasing power of LDCs' primary 
commodity exports; 

- redeployment of labor-intensive industries from the 
developed countries to the developing countries; 

- time-bound targets for levels of development assistance, 
well above levels currently provided by the United States; 

- creation of additional international liquidity (SDRs) 
linked to development financing; 

- renegotation of LDC debt with a view to concluding 
agreements on debt cancellation, moratoria or rescheduling; 

substantially increased role for developing countries in 
the decisionmaking of the international financial 
ins titutions a nd the GATT. 

Following the Sixth Special Session, the Group of 77 tried 
to implement its agenda through the existing international 
fora for North/South discussions (e.g., UNCTAD, UNIDO). They have 
ha d limited success in these efforts because the UN fora don't 
have the authority or the financial resources to implement their 
recommendations on economic matters. Accordingly, the LDCs 
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attempted to obtain commitments to implement the agenda directly 
from major developed countries in the Conference on International 
Economic Cooperation (CIEC), which met in Paris between 1975 and 
1977. CIEC evolved from the developed countries' desire to discuss 
with OPEC the effects of oil price increases upon the global 
economy; OPEC successfully coopted the non-OPEC LDCs by insisting 
that CIEC deal with a much broader range of international economic 
issues. The Conference essentially ended in a stalemate. 

Subsequently, the Group of 77 adopted the strategy of moving 
the North/South discussions into a political forum in which the 
developing countries could command a majority of votes. The UN 
General Assembly was their preferred forum, and Global Negotiations 
was the vehicle for getting the discussions into the General 
Assembly. The LDCs' objective is to obtain developed countries' 
agreement to a set of UN resolutions that can be construed as 
requiring all countries to implement specific NIEO "reforms" in 
the GATT, the international financial institutions and the 
developed countries' respective policies. Last year, the United 
States, West Germany, and the U.K. refused to accept the terms 
on which the other developed countries and the Group of 77 were 
prepared to launch Global Negotiations. Our concern, which in 
fact is shared by most developed countries, is that Global 
Negotiations as envisioned by the Group of 77 will damage the 
GATT, the IMF and the IBRD by imposing upon them a degree of 
outside supervision from a highly politicized body that does 
not share our view of what promotes world economic growth and 
efficiency. 

Options 

I. Decline Further Participation in Global Negotiations 

PRO: - Saying "no" now would be an honest statement of 
the U.S. perception of its economic interest and 
that of the global system. The most important 
contribution developed countries can make in 
spurring economic development is to restore 
adequate economic growth domestically. A strong 
international economy coupled with realistic 
economic policies in developing countries is the 
key to sustained growth in the Third World. Global 
Negotiations provides a rhetorical mask for 
developing countries to hide behind as they 
ignore this f act. 

All previous North/South "dialogues" have failed 
to achieve results and there is no reason to think 
this effort will turn out any differently. In 
fact, given the severe economic difficulties 
currently faced by nearly all countries, prospects 
for failure are quite high. This is especially 
true since LDCs consider success to equal direct 
resource transfers. 
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This position tracks U.S. domestic as well as 
international economic policy as enunciated by 
Administration officials, including the President, 
during the past nine months. The U.S. would be 
presenting a firm, economically sound approach 
to development which offers a vivid contrast to 
our past efforts in this regard. 

Without U.S. participation, Global Negotiations 
could not be launched effectively; this would 
remove the threat to the specialized agencies 
from a UNGA attempt to supervise the work of 
those institutions. 

There is less unity among developed countries in 
their views of North-South issues than has been 
the case previously. This would increase the 
chances of an unacceptable outcome from Global 
Negotiations. 

The United States will be portrayed by developing 
countries and by many developed countries (including 
several that share our concerns) as being unresponsive 
to the plight of the developing world. 

There may be some negative impact in the short
run on our relations with individual developing 
countries (e.g., Mexico, India,.Pakistan). 

A "no" on Global Negotiations would require 
us to be more forthcoming on LDC issues within 
the GATT, IMF and IBRD in the coming year if 
we wished to salvage our credibility as the 
leader of the global economy. This could involve 
some real economic concessions that would affect 
trade and financial flows. 

II. Agree to Participate in Global Negotiations with an Agenda 
Agreement which would Allow the Specialized Agencies to 
Ultimately Conduct the Negotiations in Their Own Areas With
out Derogation of Their Authority. 

PRO: - We would avoid condemnation for simply refusing 
to participate further in Global Negotiations. 

The agenda would be set by institutions in which 
the U.S. and other developed countries have much 
more control. 

The developing countries might intensify their 
participation in the specialized institutions in 
order to affect the agenda. 
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The Group of 77 is not likely to agree to have 
the agenda set outside the central body. Universal 
participation in the establishment of an integrated 
agenda is fundamental to the Global Negotiations 
idea. 

If the venue of Global Negotiations is the UNGA, 
that body can interpret broadly the agendas submitted 
to it and thereby achieve essentially the same 
results as if the agenda had been negotiated in 
the General Assembly itself. 

III. Conduct Global Negotiations in the Specialized Institutions 

PRO: -

CON: -

This would be seen by developing countries as 
less unresponsive than refusal to participate. 

The negotiations would occur in the institutions 
that have the expertise to deal with economic issues 
at the appropriate level of detail and concreteness. 

The negotiations would occur in institutions in 
which the U.S. and other developed countries 
have much more control. 

This approach would remove the immediate danger 
of UNGA intervention in these institutions' 
operations. 

There is a danger of UNCTADization of the specialized 
institutions if participation included non-members 
of the respective institutions. This would be a 
particular problem for the GATT. 

This approach probably would not be acceptable to the 
LDCs because it would undermine their objectives 
of universal participation and negotiation of 
issues in an integrated fashion in an essentially 
political context. 

The U.S. would be portrayed as backing away from 
previous acceptance of the concept of Global 
Negotiations, which was implicit in our participation 
in negotiations to date. 

IV. Proceed with Preparations for Global Negotiations 

PRO: - The Administration would appear to be more 
responsive to the developing countries than under 
any of the previous options. 
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There would be a positive impact in the short-run 
on our relations with several important LDCs 
{e.g., Mexico). 

We would have to fight repeatedly the battle of 
protecting the specialized institutions, but 
the issue would be clouded in each instance because 
it would be intertwined with individual trade or 
financial issues. Under these circumstances, 
it would be very difficult to garner support 
from other developed countries for a tough stand 
on the specialized institutions' integrity. 

There is no guarantee that ultimately we can 
reach agreement with the Group of 77 on procedures 
and agenda, in which case we'd be portrayed as renegi ng 
on this Administration's commitment to Global 
Negotiations rather than the previous administration's 
commitment. 
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Global Negotiations 

Issue: 

Should the United States participate in Global Negotiations? 

Background: 

Global Negotiations is the current vehicle by which the 
Group of 77 (G-77) is seeking to effect its restructuring of 
the international economic ·system. The G-77's agenda for 
restructuring the system was defined in the UN General Assembly's 
Program of Action on the Establishment of a New International 
Economic Order (NIEO), which was adopted by the Sixth Special 
Session of the UNGA in May 1974. Since 1974, the LDCs have 
elaborated on the NIEO in ways that make it even more incompatible 
with U.S. economic interests. Among the major elements of the 
G-77 agenda on trade and payments are: 

- non-reciprocal dismantling of developed countries' 
tariffs and non-tariff barriers affecting LDCs; 

- permanent preferential access for LDC exports to 
developed country marketsr 

preservation of the purchasing power of LDCs' primary 
commodity exports; 

- redeployment of labor-intensive industries from the 
developed countries to the developing countries; 

- time-bound targets for levels of development assistance, 
well above levels currently provided by the United States; 

- creation of additional international liquidity . (SDRs) 
linked to development financing; 

- renegotation of LDC debt with a view to concluding 
agreements on debt cancellation, . moratoria or rescheduling; 

substantially increased role for developing countries in 
the decisionmaking of the international financial 
institutions and the GATT. 

Following the Sixth Special Session, the Group of 77 tried 
to implement its agenda through the existing international 
fora for North/South discussions (e.g., UNCTAD, UNIDO). They have 
had limited success in these efforts because the UN fora don't 
have the authority or the financial resources to implement their 
recommendations on economic matters. Accordingly, the LDCs 
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attempted to obtain commitments to implement the agenda directly 
from major developed countries in the Conference on International 
Economic Cooperation ·ccIEC), which met in Paris between 1975 and 
1977. CIEC evolved from the developed countries' desire to discuss 
with OPEC the effects of oil price increases upon the global 
economy; OPEC successfully coopted .the non-OPEC LDCs by insisting . 
that CIEC deal with a much broader range of international economic 
issues. The Conference essentially ended in a stalemate. 

Subsequently, the Group of 77 adopted the strategy of moving 
the North/South discussions into a political forum in which the 
developing countries could .command a majority of votes. The UN 
General Assembly was their preferred forum, and Global Negotiations 
was the vehicle for getting the discussions into the General 
Assembly. The LDCs' objective is to obtain developed countries~ 
agreement to a set of UN resolutions that can be construed as 
requiring all countries to implement specific NIEO "reforms" in 
the GATT, the international financial institutions and the 
developed countries' respective policies. · Last year, the United 
States, West Germany, and the U.K. refused to accept the terms 
on which the other developed countries and the Group of 77 were 
prepared to launch Global Negotiations. Our concern, which in 
fact is shared by most developed countries, is that Global 
Negotiations as envisioned by the Group of 77 will damage the 
GATT, the IMF and the IBRD by imposing upon them a degree of 
outside supervision from a highly politicized body that does 
not share our view of what promotes world economic growth and 
efficiency. 

Options 

I. Decline Further p·articipation in Global Negotiations 

PRO: - Saying "no" now would be an honest statement of 
the U.S. perception of its economic interest and 
that of the global system. The most important 
contribution developed countries can make in 
spurring economic development is to restore 
adequate economic growth domestically. A strong 
international economy coupled with realistic 
economic policies in developing countries is the 
key to sustained growth in the Third World. Global 
Negotiations provides a rhetorical mask for 
develop ing countries t o hide behind as they 
ignore this fact. 

All previous North/South "dialogues" have failed 
to achieve results and there is no reason to think 
this effort will turn out any differently. In 
fact, given the severe economic difficulties 
currently faced by nearly all countries, prospects 
for failure are quite high. This is especially 
true since LDCs consider success to equal direct 
resource transfers. 
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This position tracks U.S. domestic as well as 
international economic policy as enunciated by 
Administration officials, including the President, 
during the past nine months. The U.S. would be 
presenting a firm, economically sound approach 
to development which offers a vivid contrast to 
our past efforts in this regard •. 

Without U.S. participation, Global Negotiations 
could not be launched effectivelyr this would 
remove the threat to the specialized agencies 
from a UNGA . attempt to supervise the wor~ of 
those institutions. 

There is less unity among developed countries in 
their views of North-South issues than has been 
the case previously. This would increase the 
chances of an unacceptable outcome from Global 
Negotiations. 

The United States will be portrayed by developing 
countries and by many · developed countries (includi~g 
several that share our concerns) as being unresponsive 
to the plight of the developing world. 

There may be some negative impact in the short
run on our relations with individual developing 
countries (e.g., Mexico, India, . Pakistan). 

A "no" on Global Negotiations would require 
us to be more forthcoming on LDC issues within 
the GATT, IMF and IBRD in the coming year if 
we wished to salvage our credibility as the 
leader of the global economy. This could involve 
some real economic concessions that would affect 
trade and financial flows. 

II. Agree to Participate in Global Negotiations with an Agenda 
Agreement which would Allow the Specialized Agencies to 
Ultimately Conduct the Negotiations in Their Own Areas With
out Derogation of Their Authority. 

PRO: - We would avoid condemnation fo.r simply refusing 
to participate further in Global Negotiations. 

The agenda would be set by institutions in which 
the U.S. and otber developed countries have much 
more .control. 

The developing countries might intensi!y their 
participation in the specialized institution~ in 
order to affect tbe agenda. 



, 

CON: -
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The Group of 77 is not likely to agree to have 
the agenda set outside the central body. Universal 
participation in the establishment of an integrated 
agenda is fundamental to the Global Negotiations 
idea. 

If the venue of Global Negotiations is the UNGA, 
that body can interpret broadly .the agendas submitted 
to it and thereby achieve essentially the same 
results as if the agenda had been negotiated in 
the General Assembly itself. 

III. Conduct Global Negotiations in the Specialized Institutions 

PRO: - This would be seen by developing countries as 
less unresponsive than refusal to participate. 

The negotiations would occur in the institutions 
that have the expertise to deal with economic issues 
at the appropriate level of detail and concreteness. 

The negotiations would occur in institutions in 
which the U.S. and other developed countries 
have much more control. 

This approach would remove the immediate danger 
of UNGA intervention in these institutions' 
operations. 

CON: There is a ·danger of UNCTADization of the specialized 
institutions if participation included non-members 
of the respective institutions. This would be a 
particular problem for the GATT. 

This approach probably would not be acceptable to the 
LDCs because it would undermine their objectives 
of universal participation and negotiation of 
issues in an integrated fashion in an essentially 
political context. 

The U.S. would be portrayed as backing away from 
previous acceptance of the concept of Global 
Negotiations, which was implicit in our participation 
in negotiations to date. 

IV. Proceed with Preparations for Global Negotiations 

PRO: - The Administration would appear to be more 
responsive to the developing countries than under 
any of the previous options. 



CON: -
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There would be a positive impact in the. short-run 
on our relations with several important LDCs 
(e.g., Mexico). 

We would have to fight repeatedly the battle of 
protecting the specialized institutions, but 
the issue would be clouded in each instance because 
it would be intertwined with individual trade or 
financial issues. Under these circumstances, 
it would be very difficult to garner support 
from other developed countries for a tough stand 
on the specialized institutions' integrity. 

There is no guarantee that ultimately we can 
reach agreement with the Group of 77 on procedures 
and agenda, in which case we'd be portrayed as reneging 
on this Administration's conunitment to Global 
Negotiations rather than the previous administration's 
commitment. 




